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A constant, light background noise can be detected behind the apparently unchanged facades of our cities. It corresponds to a continuous change in our houses, offices, factories, schools and theatres. An incessant bustle is changing our inhabited spaces, our places of work, study, social life and entertainment from within. It is a reflection of the profound change in our way of life.

— MIRKO ZARDINI
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2 EPISODES

The Episodes created by Peter Eisenman and Massimo Scolari cleave historical time and propose, in the case of the former, passages from Palladio to Terragni and Eisenman's own work and, in the case of the latter, a sudden rupture of history that allows visitors to crunch the gravel around the fallen Tower of Babel while remembering perhaps the thunderbolt striking the pavilion.

Between Eisenman and Scolari, we have inserted, by way of recalling that circumstances are often arbitrary and the workings of history unpredictable, two mini-documentations on Ivan Ilyich Leonidov and Eladio Dieste, the Russian visionary architect and the Uruguayan engineer. Both developed ideas whose potential and power have only recently been recognized.

Other Episodes have been created by architects Kengo Kuma, Juan Navarro, Baldeweg, Ron Arad, Wilkinson Eyre, Ben van Berkel and Caroline Bos of UN Studio, Sauerbruch Hutton, Giovanni Chiaramonte, Armin Linke and Cibic & Partners. Each has invented ways of giving life to their ideas rather than simply representing their accomplished work. These Episodes propose immersion rather than inspection. Visitors may be tempted to linger and perhaps meander through these spaces that have been especially created for the Biennale.

— KURT W. FORSTER
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Ingegneria Civile e Ambientale, Trent, Italy, 2004.
2C Eisenman Architects, Rendering of the installation, 2004
2D Eladio Dieste, Caputto agricultural plant, 1971–72, detail of the double curve vaulting system.
2E Massimo Scolari, sketch of the installation on top of the Italian Pavilion, 2004.